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Motivation

• Private sector net worth increased between 2005 and 2015; public sector 

net worth decreased over the same period; aggregate net worth increased

• The first advantages the old (who own most assets); the second 

disadvantages the young (who will bear the costs of the government debt)

• You might think that the financial crisis therefore disadvantaged the young, 

but we show that increases in capital transfers largely protected them

• Shows the importance of capital transfers!



GWA

• Capitalises NTA profiles, creating estimates of transfer & human capital 

wealth which we combine with measures of financial wealth & estimates of 

future lifetime consumption, producing comprehensive lifetime balance 

sheets for each generation

• Inter-temporal and inter-generational budget constraints allow construction 

of implied capital surpluses and deficits for each generation

• Older generations have capital surpluses; these must be passed down & 

used to (partly?) finance the capital deficits of the young

• Aggregates of these can be regarded as a measure of consumption 

sustainability & (under mild assumptions) inter-generational equity

• Private sector: Savings Gap; Public Sector: Fiscal Gap; Overall economy: 

Consumption Gap 

• We calculate these GWA’s for the UK annually from 2005-2015, use them 

to examine changes in the inter-generational economy over the period

• See https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3052381 for details

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3052381


Sustainability/equity: GWA’s confirm 

offsetting nature of public and private 

transfers in aggregate

Increase in fiscal 

gap due to public 

response to 

financial crisis

Decrease in savings gap due to 

increase in asset prices

Consumption gap worsening 

slightly but much more 

stable



But it’s complicated: public transfers

Elderly pay higher taxes but 

receive lower transfers

Young pay fewer taxes and 

receive slightly higher 

transfers



Private and public consumption of 

the elderly increases, as does their 

labour income

Private and public consumption of 

the young worsens, as does their 

labour income

But it’s complicated: life-cycle wealth



Private transfers remain broadly 

unchanged

But it’s complicated: private transfers



But it’s complicated: changes in wealth

Assets of elderly increase in 

value, but by more than their 

consumption increases



But it’s complicated: implied capital transfers

Implied capital surpluses 

increase across the board



Overall: private capital transfers between the 
generations offset worsening public sector 
finances

Private inter-vivos 

transfers broadly 

unchanged over the 

period

Public borrowing 

from the unborn 

significantly worsens

Private capital 

transfers to the 

unborn improve 

significantly



Conclusion

• An accurate picture of inter-generational well-being requires:

– Integrating the public and the private sectors (up to this point 

economists have tended to focus on individual elements of inter-

generational transfers, but not examined the entire picture)

– Including capital as well as current transfers 

• Current transfers are dominant in the public sector, but in the private 

sector capital transfers are extremely important determinants of 

inter-generational wellbeing

• We estimate that around 40% of the increase in private-sector 

wealth over the financial crisis will likely be passed down the 

generations, enough to largely offset the higher public sector debt 

(but distributional issues are not yet examined!)


